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THE HMP

The HMP provides:
• A chance to learn about the site’s tangible and
intangible history
• A look at how the building was built and changed
• A Reference point for conservation works for better
understanding by the community and the
professionals involved in its protection and
maintenance
• Conservation, maintenance and interpretation
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A Heritage Management Plan

over time

strategies with the community in mind
• The opportunity to use attached material as an
appendix to accompany submission documents for
relevant approvals and or fundraising

The HMP should be the reference point for
safeguarding your cultural heritage.
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A Heritage Management Plan
(HMP) gives you the
opportunity to understand your
heritage site and plan for its
protection and future
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THE PREPARATION

1 Researching the Evidence – describe the site

In order to prepare the HMP the following stages
take place:

The evidence is then assessed for its Heritage Significance in areas
such as contextual history, group value, age and rarity value, its
setting and physical architectural and technical value as well as
cultural value to the community

3 Review Possibilities – what can be done
Each cultural heritage site presents different opportunities and
constraints. By referring to the evidence and the analysis of its
significance various opportunities and constraints can be explored.
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The Process of Preparation

2 Assess the Heritage Significance – analyse the evidence

4 Create Strategies – how best to carry it out
Plan for the future by managing such areas as responsibilities,
record keeping, access, further research, possible archaeological
works, interpretation, on-going physical maintenance, security and
visitor management, respectful installation of facilities – each time
assessing their impact on the tangible and intangible heritage in
order to maintain the Cultural Heritage Significance
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For the HMP to be useful it needs to
examine the cultural heritage site,
providing evidence of its significance,
tangible and intangible strengths and
weaknesses and possible opportunities
and constraints. These need to be
carefully presented in a series of planned
strategies in order to safeguard its future
for the community

This is the groundwork that helps you assess the value of the
cultural heritage site, and where the site is described in terms of
contextual history, physical (tangible) and cultural (intangible)
evidence.
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Three UNESCO Criteria for inscription were
identified as the Outstanding Universal Value
(OUV) of the Historic Cities of the Straits of
Malacca: Melaka and George Town.
UNESCO Criteria (ii): values and influences
“Exhibit an important interchange of human values, over a
span of time or within a cultural area of the world, on
development in architecture or technology, monumental
arts, town planning or landscape design”.
(UNESCO “Operational Guidelines” criteria)

Elaboration:
The historic cities of the Straits of Malacca: Melaka and
George Town represent exceptional examples of
multicultural trading towns in the East and Southeast Asia
forged from the mercantile and civilization exchanges of
Malay, Chinese, Indian and European Cultures.
(Malaysia State Party elaboration for Nomination Dossier)

UNESCO Criteria (iii): testimony
“Bear a unique or at least exceptional testimony to a
cultural tradition or to a civilization which is living or which
has disappeared.”
(UNESCO “Operational Guidelines” criteria)

(Malaysia State Party elaboration for Nomination Dossier)

UNESCO Criteria (iv): typology
“Be an outstanding example of a type of building, architectural or
technological ensemble, or landscape which illustrates (a) significant
stage(s) in human history”
(UNESCO “Operational Guidelines” criteria)

Elaboration:
The historic cities of the Straits of Malacca: Melaka and George Town
reflect the coming together of cultural elements from elsewhere in the
Malay Archipelago and from India and China with those of Europe to
create a unique architecture, culture and townscape without parallel
anywhere in the East and Southeast Asia, in particular a range and
exceptional architecture of shophouses and townhouses.
(Malaysia State Party elaboration for nomination dossier)

In July 2008, Melaka and
George Town were
recognized as Historic Cities
of the Straits of Malacca,
and were jointly inscribed on
the UNESCO World Heritage
List. The George Town site
was divided into the core
and buffer zones.
(SAP 2011)
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of a UNESCO World Heritage Site

Elaboration:
The historic cities of the Straits of Malacca: Melaka and George Town
are living testimony to the multi-cultural heritage and tradition of Asia,
where the greatest religions and cultures met. The coexistence of
distinct faiths-both tangible and intangible-in particular the different
religious buildings, is a testament to the religious pluralism of Asia

BUFFER
ZONE

CORE ZONE
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Outstanding Universal Value

THE OUV
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1 RESEARCH THE EVIDENCE

1 Research the Evidence
The ground-work that helps you assess the value of the cultural heritage
site, and where the site is described in terms of contextual history,
physical (tangible) and cultural (intangible) evidence.

The Site
The site of the Makam Dato Koyah is situated along the boundary of
Transfer Road – formerly known as Bounds Ditch, which marked the
western boundary of the East India Company settlement - George Town.
At that time the ditch was a wide tidal channel running south / north to
the north shore and part of Soongy (sic) Prangin – Prangin River.

Mr Hutton’s Land
Company land
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Left - 1807 detail from
the Mcarthy map © The
National Archives UK
showing where the
Makam Dato Koyah
would later be built, mid
1800s, against the
boundary of Bounds
Ditch

Right – 1891 The McCallum
map © The National
Archives UK, showing the
main buildings in George
Town. Bounds Ditch by this
time is reduced to a wide
drain, the red square marks
the approximate position of
the Makam.
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1807 McCarthy map © The National Archives UK, shows the town bounded by
Soongy Prangin (Prangin River) and bounds ditch - 2008 boundary for the UNESCO
World Heritage Site

The Makam was built on its eastern banks in an area adjacent to land
belonging to Mr Hutton (Hutton Lane)
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1 RESEARCH THE EVIDENCE

Contextual History of the Site
- Urban Growth
The Makam Dato Koyah was originally accessed from Penang Road by
a small lane marked on the 1893-96 map with a dotted line. Over
time, as the area became more developed, roads were cut and part
of the lane became ‘Dato Koyah Road, now Jalan Dato Koyah. The
section next to the Makam however, leading form Clarke Street to
Transfer Road, remained a wide and tarred pathway as it is today
(2015) and labelled ‘Toh Koyah’ Road.
The Bounds Ditch became a canalised large drain, originally brick
lined to allow ground water to continue to use the ditch as its egress
to the sea.
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Sheet 24 of the Municipal Surveys, circa 1970s, shows the area much changed,
shophouses have become the dominant urban form and the kampong has all but gone.
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1893-96 detail from the
Revenue Survey map
K633
© Jupem showing the
Makam Dato (green) in
an area with new
developments marked
in red, already showing
the physical changed to
the area
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1893-96 detail from the Revenue Survey map K1000 © Jupem showing the Makam Dato
(green) in an area surrounded by the kampong settlement
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Detail from the Revenue Survey
block plan 1891-1893 © Jupem
K172
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Building History
- Makam Dato Koyah
The three surveys below show the footprint of the building from the
1890s. The first and second images show the building as a T shaped plan
- the block surveys of 1891 – 1893 and in the sheets of 1893 – 96.
A later supplementary survey however, drawn to mark the new Dato
Koyah Rd, shows a wide pathway and reduced lot 25, and a faint line of
the North wall and West and East turrets, suggesting this was removed
and rebuilt for the widening of the path way, though it may only have
been a proposal.
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The Municipal Survey Sheet of the 1970s seen below gives more detail,
showing a square building with turrets at the four corners, a walled
verandah and a landscaped area over the large boundary drain, similar
to what we find today. The rear area of lot 25 was open and possibly
lowered in one area to facilitate the use of water, the compound shows
two small buildings or out houses.

Detail from the Revenue
Survey sheet post 1896 ©
Jupem K254

Detail from sheet 24 of the Municipal Surveys
Bounds Ditch open drain
Prior to the erection of the two storey building to the rear.
Prepared by Think City on behalf of Makam Dato Koyah
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Detail from the Revenue
Survey sheet 1893-1896 ©
Jupem K179
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1 RESEARCH THE EVIDENCE

| OUR Heritage, http://otago.ourheritage.ac.nz/items/show/4715

The Evolving Form
- Makam Dato Koyah
No images or drawings have been found to date, which give evidence of the
changes that have taken place to the building. Thus, evidence of change
comes from the building itself and comparisons with other buildings of a
similar period, function and cultural styling.
An early painting of the Southern Indian Kapitan Kling Mosque (1848) around
the time the Makam was built, gives some idea of the form and style for
larger religious sites. Similar corner towers topped with large central domes
surrounded by a ring of smaller ones can be seen on both the Mosque and
the Makam. (Form A)
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Form A - flat roof with corner
turrets and decorative parapet

Form B- flat roof with corner
turrets and decorative parapet
and lean-to roof on columns

The central building with a pitched roof, surrounded by a flat roofed
veranda and outer screen wall is not uncommon in Muslim religious sites of
this period. In the early 1900s the flat roofed verandas were often added as
in the Mesjid Lebuh Acheh and Makam Dato Koyah (Form C) replacing the
lean-too roof.

©KITLV
The Southern Indian Kapitan Kling Mosque – with the addition of a lean –to shelter roof
Acheen St Mosque added the flat roofed verandah in 1912
Prepared by Think City on behalf of Makam Dato Koyah
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Kling Mosque 1848 John Turnbull Thomson

As the communities grew there was a need for shelter at the main point of
entrance and often a lean to roof was added as can be see in the image of
Kapitan Keling Mosque. The additional shelter for the Makam may have been
this style (Form B)
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1 RESEARCH THE EVIDENCE

Large cooking pans,
essential for the large
gatherings, are stored
at random in the
Makam

Challenges in Use
- Makam Dato Koyah
As the community and activities in the Makam expands so does the
demand for storage space of items used both regularly and occasionally.
Currently most is stored in the main hall, in a random fashion with cooking
utensils, gas bottles , and prayer mats placed around the site, against the
walls. Due to the nature of the building structure the walls should be kept
free from obstruction so the ground water can rise and evaporate.

Gas bottles and stirrer should he
housed off site - as they are not
in daily use.
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Rolled carpets used
regularly may need to be
stored internally - a rack
should be devised so that
they do not lean against
the wall blocking the
natural ventilation. The
wall must be free from
blockage- this will help
the rising damp
evaporate and ensure the
walls are not damaged.

The storage problem is an additional reason the rising damp cannot be
reduced and managed. Note should be made of all items that are needed
for prayer preparation so that provision can be made for their storage
without harming the building.

The built in shelves above are not
original and causing the walls
harm. They are not used well and
should be removed. The items
stored need to be off site.
Plates and bowls should be stored
off site if not used regular.
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Stacked stools pose
little problem as the air
can ventilate through
their legs, however the
vacuum cleaner and
rice bucket need to be
stored out of the
building
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Granite
bridge
across
covered
drain

1 RESEARCH THE EVIDENCE

Site Compromise
- Makam Dato Koyah

Detail from
the Revenue
Survey block
plan 18911893 © Jupem
K172

Over time the Makam site, bounds ditch and adjoining lane have been
developed taking away the natural ventilation and evaporation areas which
once kept the Makam in a stable condition. As a result 2015- these areas
have added to the challenges the traditional building structure faces.

Bounds Ditch covered drain

The Makam was once surrounded by a lot of open space allowing for good
ventilation, and evaporation - new developments are posing a challenge to the
well being of the building

The area to the east of the Makam was once open with trees, allowing natural ventilation and
evaporation - the new building has blocked this important feature, which has meant the localised
ground water has nt other place to go than the clay brick wall of the Makam.

Bounds ditch became a brick lined drain which allowed the
natural gravitation of ground water though the porous brick
into the drain. The drain is now a concrete culvert thus blocks
the natural gravitation to the ditch - instead the ground
water rises in the brick work, causing damage.
Prepared by Think City on behalf of Makam Dato Koyah

The cement courtyard floor
blocks the much needed
evaporation area.
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Detail from sheet 24 of the Municipal Surveys
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New 2
Lower
storey
area
building

